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!he Institute for Rowing Leadership 
at Community Rowing, Inc. was founded 
to inspire, instruct, and equip coaches for 
excellence in coaching and managing the 
sport of rowing. Coaching fellows at the 
IRL gain a theoretical framework coupled 
with a substantial volume of experiential 
learning guided by reflective practice.
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!he Advanced Certificate in 
Rowing Leadership is a yearlong, 
graduate-level fellowship program 
where fellows dive into learning and 
developing the wide array of skills 
needed to become a successful leader 
and coach.

Hallmarks of the program are:

• Rowing has changed each 
fellow’s life and they want to 
share that with others to make their 
impact on the world.

• Hands on learning is how fellows 
learn by working with subject 
matter expert instructors from 
preeminent universities and 
professions.

• Connection between the 
classroom and on the water 
application through a guided 
coaching practicum and regular on 
water observations.

• First and ONLY accredited 
coaching education program for 
rowing, the IRL is accredited at 
the highest level (Level 5) through 
2024 by the National Committee 
for Accreditation of Coaching 
Education. 
 -One of only five programs   
       nationwide with Level 5 status.
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H U G O  G U L L I V E R 

S e n i o r  C o a c h ,  U n i ve r s i t y  o f  L o n d o n
’ 15  I R L  G r a d ua te ,  ‘ 10  O x f o r d  B r o o ke s  U n i ve r s i t y

100% of graduates 
accepted jobs within 6 
months of graduation

90%  Students Receiving 
Financial Aid

50% Male Students 

50% Female Students

Photos by Damian Strohmeyer
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2oaches are the cornerstones of 
their program. By committing to a year 
of learning alongside their classmates in 
the only post-graduate rowing specific 
educational program in the world, IRL 
fellows learn how to share the life 
changing aspects of rowing with athletes 
of all ages and ability levels.

During their time at the IRL, each fellow 
acquires new knowledge from scientific 
study, puts this into practice under the 
guidance of master coaches, and then 
returns to the classroom to share what 
they’ve learned. The integration of 
theoretical content into implementable 
coaching practice is at the heart of 
instruction at the IRL.

Formal and informal mentoring is woven 
throughout the year in the program with 
each fellow having specific qualitative 
and quantitative feedback on their on 
the water coaching sessions at least 
three times. This process of reflective 
coaching practice develops a deeper 
understanding of the individual and 
creative expressions of their personal 
leadership philosophy they will display 
throughout their coaching career.
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L O G A N  J E S T E R

Coach /Teacher,  Ph i l l i ps  Andover  Academy

’17  IRL Gradua te ,  ’ 16  Wi l l i ams Co l lege
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/t the core of the IRL fellowship 
program is the learning that takes place in 
the classroom with our top-notch instructors 
connected with daily on the water coaching. 
With a diverse group of experiences and 
backgrounds in each class of fellows, the 
varied perspectives encountered in the 
classroom discussion are an invaluable 
element of the education at the IRL and 
serve to ensure each fellow gains a wide 
perspective on all aspects of the rowing 
community. The yearlong fellowship 
program is divided into four academic 
quarters with classes from each of the 
academic content streams interspersed 
throughout the year.

Coaching Methods
Leadership, communication, and the 
pedagogy of teaching, focused on the 
teaching / learning interface necessary to be 
an extraordinary coach.

Sports Science  
A comprehensive review of the science 
and application of the physiological and 
neurological components of performance 
specifically focused on athletic development 
of rowers.

Rowing Administration 
A detailed education about off-the-water 
responsibilities critical to be a successful 
leader.

Coaching Practicum 
A structured internship, which includes 
mentoring and on-water coaching 
experience, to implement classroom 
knowledge in real time.

The Coaching Methods and Sport Science 
domains each make up 33% of the overall 
classroom hours in the program, with the 
Rowing Administration domain encompassing 
14% of the total hours. Running through 
the entirety of the program is the Coaching 
Practicum component, which represents 20% 
of the overall course credits. 
The Coaching Practicum connects the 
knowledge acquired in the classroom directly 
with coaching on the water. Mentor coaches 
and IRL staff provide fellows with feedback 
on their coaching through guided coaching 
observations on the water, which directly 
connects and reinforces the classroom content 
as it is implemented in real time. This guided 
structure, with multiple checkpoints over 
the course of the program, ensures fellows 
develop both their coaching knowledge and 
coaching practice concurrently
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J U D I T H  V O G E L

High Performance Group Head Coach, Riverside Boat Club

’12 IRL Graduate, ’09 Carnegie Mellon University
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/ the IRL, fellows work with and 
learn from the best thinkers and doers in a 
collaborative environment. Our instructors 
are drawn from the preeminent universities 
and the robust rowing community in Boston 
and work with fellows in a collaborative 
learning environment providing regular 
feedback.

The educators teaching at the IRL are 
recognized as leaders in their field and 
are selected specifically for their subject 
matter expertise. Fellows also work with 
coaches with proven track records in 
producing outstanding athletes and teams. 
Each member of the IRL team is focused 
on delivering an education that is equips 
coaches with the most effective coaching 
methods, strategies, and interventions 
backed by a comprehensive base of 
knowledge of the sport.

The learning for IRL fellows extend outside 
of the classroom and regular feedback is 
an important component of the practicum 
experience. With a mix of practicum 
coaching mentors and IRL staff riding with 
fellows in the coaching launch periodically 
to provide assessment of and guidance on 
their coaching in action, fellows learn how to 
improve their process, communication, and 
planning to make their crews faster and their 
coaching more effective.

SELECTED CLASSROOM  
INSTRUCTORS INCLUDE: 
Dan Bechard, Ph.D.  
Head Coach and Biomechanist, Western 
University/Hudson Boatworks

Wayne Berger, Ed.M.  
Coordinator of Coaching Education, Community 
Rowing, Inc.  
Erin McConnell, D.P.T.  
Physical Therapist, Back on Track Physical 
Therapy

Steven Miller, M.P.A.  
Executive Director, Healthy Weight Initiative, 
Harvard School of Public Health, Department of 
Nutrition
Laura Moretti, M.S., R.D., L.D.N.  
Boston Children’s Hospital

Adam Naylor, Ed.D., M.A., CC-AASP  
Professor, Boston University and Mental Game 
Sports Performance Consultant, Northeastern 
University
Whitney Otto, M.A.  
Coach and Leadership Development Consultant
Andrea Sobieraj, M.S., C.S.C.S.  
Professor, Brown University

Mary Whipple, M.Ed.  
Three-Time Olympic Medalist USA Women’s 8+, 
Gold (2008 and 2012) and Silver (2004)

Seth Wilson, C.P.A., M.S.T.  
Manager, Clifton Larson Allen LLP

Jon Wortmann, M.Div.  
22 Time #1 Selling Best Author 
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JOVIA MANZIE 

Va r s i t y  G i r l s  C o a c h , R o w  B o s t o n 

‘ 16  I R L  G r a d u a t e ,  ‘ 13  U n i v e r s i t y  o f 

P u g e t  S o u n d
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/ a graduate of the IRL, you’ll 
emerge with more than just an accredited 
certification. You’ll enter the job market 
equipped with a distinct advantage over 
your competition as an alumnus of the 
only professional level coaching education 
program in rowing. In addition, you’ll benefit 
from a tight-knit network of IRL alumni along 
with personal relationships developed while 
at the largest rowing club in the world. These 
connections will provide you with a lifetime 
of inspiration, access, and assistance as you 
take your place as a leader in the sport.

IRL alumni are currently working in full-time 
positions at all levels of the sport across the 
rowing landscape:

• Brunswick School – Boatman/Facility 
Manager/Assistant Coach

• Community Rowing, Inc. – Assistant 
Director of Outreach

• Harvard University – Heavyweight Men’s 
Assistant Coach

• Head of the Charles – Director of 
Operations

• Indiana University – Women’s Assistant 
Coach

• Kai Tak Youth Rowing Club (Hong Kong) 
– Head Coach

• Manchester Rowing Alliance – Executive 
Director 

• Michigan State University – Men’s Head 
Coach

• Phillips Andover Academy – Coach/
Teacher

• Riverside Boat Club – High Performance 
Group Head Coach

• Saratoga Rowing Association – 
Women’s Assistant Coach

• Tufts University – Men’s Assistant Coach

• University of London (United Kingdom) – 
Senior Coach

• University of Michigan – Women’s 
Graduate Assistant Coach

• University of Pennsylvania – Women’s 
Assistant Coach

• University of Washington – Men’s 
Assistant Coach

• Washington University, St. Louis – 
Doctoral Fellow
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ALEX MANN

Men’s Ass is tant Coach, Univers i t y of Washington

’14 IRL Graduate, ’11 Univers i t y of Puget Sound
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Coaching Methods

CM500 – Education and Instruction: Coach 
as Teacher
!"#$%&'()*#'+*,%"*-"+#(.(&$#/*,%".01*,%#,*
&'2.034*&,)*%#4*,0#+&,&.'#//1*,"'+"+*,.*/&"*.5,4&+"*
.2*,%"*,0#+&,&.'#/*+.3#&'*.2*$.#$%&'(6*!%&4*$.504"*
$%#//"'("4*,%#,*-0"3&4"*#'+*0"7$.'$"-,5#/&8"4*
$.#$%&'(*9#4"+*.'*,%"*'.,&.'*,%#,*#,*,%"*%"#0,*
.2*(..+*$.#$%&'(*/&"4*,%"*,"#$%&'(*#'+*/"#0'&'(*
&',"02#$")*#'+*,%"*310&#+*.2*:#14*,%0.5(%*:%&$%*
coaches influence athletes to develop and 
improve. This course will flesh out this complex 
coach/athlete relationship through an exploration 
.2*"+5$#,&.'#/*,%".01*#'+*0"4"#0$%*#4*:"//*#4*
case study examinations of the coaching style 
.2*3#4,"0*,"#$%"0;$.#$%"4*90&'(&'(*,%".01*&',.*
-0#$,&$"6
4 credit hours

CM505 – Leadership in Coaching
Development of leadership skills is foundational 
&'*9"$.3&'(*#*45$$"4425/*$.#$%6*!%&4*$.504"*
explores the leadership role that coaches 
-/#1*:&,%&'*,%"&0*,"#3)*.0(#'&8#,&.')*4-.0,)*
#'+*9"1.'+6*<1'#3&$*/"#+"04%&-*3.+"/4)*
including collaborative and other contemporary 
3.+"/4)*:&//*9"*4,5+&"+*#4*2"//.:4*95&/+*,%"&0*
own individual model of leadership that they will 
employ and develop throughout their coaching 
career. Further, this course delves into how 
/"#+"04%&-*&4*-5,*&',.*-0#$,&$"*2.0*$.#$%"4*&'*
the bevy of roles they must fill in an organization 
&'$/5+&'(*$.335'&$#,&.'*:&,%*2"//.:*4,#22)*4",,&'(*
expectations, and allocation of resources. 
Using the individual model of leadership they 
develop, fellows will delve into the organizational, 
-0#$,&$#/)*#'+*-%&/.4.-%&$#/*$%#//"'("4*,%#,*
rowing coaches face in their decision making as 
/"#+"046*

='*,%&4*$.504")*2"//.:4*#0"*&',0.+5$"+*,.*
/"#+"04%&-*,%".0&"4>*4,5+1*,%"*-%&/.4.-%&"4*
#'+*#,,0&95,"4*.2*(0"#,*$.#$%"4*#4*:"//*#4*,%"*
coaches next door. We will think critically about 
how to create team cultures. Class time involves 
presentations, reflective self-analysis, rigorous 
discussions, and frequent collaboration. We 
0.5,&'"/1*#++0"44*,"#3;$.#$%&'(*$%#//"'("4*,.*
250,%"0*.50*5'+"04,#'+&'(*.2*+&22"0"',*/"#+"04%&-*
#--0.#$%"4*#'+*,.*"3.,&.'#//1*"'(#("*:&,%*,%"*
dilemmas leaders face and examine healthy 
-0#$,&$"4*#'+*+&4$&-/&'"4*,%#,*45--.0,*#'+*
sustain effective leadership. The overarching 
(.#/*.2*,%"*$.504"*&4*,.*.22"0*2"//.:4*(0"#,"0*
knowledge on the topic of leadership, and 
increased knowledge of oneself as a leader, and 
,%"*.--.0,5'&,1*,.*54"*,%"*$.''"$,&.'*9",:""'*
the two to advance as a leader.
3 credit hours

CM515 – Coaching Advanced Athletes and 
Technology I & II
?5&/+&'(*.'*,%"*&'4,05$,&.'#/*3",%.+4*&',0.+5$"+*
&'*@ABCD)*,%&4*$.504"*/"#+4*4,5+"',4*,%0.5(%*
#'*&'7+"-,%*4,5+1*.2*4.-%&4,&$#,"+*,"$%'&E5"4*
designed to maximize individual potential. The 
primary objectives of the competitive athlete—
team/squad selection, the improvement of sport 
specific fitness, acquisition and refinement of 
advanced/complex skills, acquisition of advanced 
,#$,&$4;4,0#,"(&"4)*#'+*3"",&'(*-"02.03#'$"*
standards —provide the framework for the 
$.504"*$.',"',6*='*,%"*$.504")*,%"0"*&4*#*9/"'+*
.2*$/#440..3*9#4"+*#'#/14&4*#'+*+&4$544&.'*#4*
:"//*#4*.'*,%"*:#,"0*0"#/*,&3"*#'#/14&4*.2*0.:"04*
in action out on the river. Additionally, this course 
also completes a comprehensive survey of 
available technological resources available to 
$.#$%"4)*&'$/5+&'(*#*4,5+1*.2*,%"*'":"4,*$5,,&'(*
edge analytical and instructional tools giving the 
most up-to-date coaches a distinct competitive 
advantage on the water.

!%&4*$.504"*2.$54"4*.'*5'+"04,#'+&'(*,%"*
strengths and weaknesses of techniques used 
at the elite level of rowing. The methodology 
relies on video analysis of race pace footage 
20.3*,%"*FDDG*#'+*FDCF*#'+*FDCH*I/13-&$4)*
class discussion, review of professional literature, 
9&.3"$%#'&$4*#'+*.,%"0*.0&(&'#/*4.50$"*3#,"0&#/6
4 credit hours

CM520 – Training Program Design and 
Athlete Assessment
Through this course, fellows examine the 
&3-.0,#'$"*.2*+&22"0"',*2#$,.04*&'*$0"#,&'(*#'*
annual training plan. As a final project, fellows 
develop their own scientifically informed training 
-/#'*#--0.-0&#,"/1*#+#-,"+*,.*#,%/","*#("*#'+*
skill level. Starting with an examination of the 
fundamental factors in designing an effective 
plan and discussing a wide array of example 
training plans used at all levels of the sport from 
youth to international elites, fellows specifically 
#++0"44*,.-&$4*&'$/5+&'(*#"0.9&$)*#'#"0.9&$*#'+*
4,0"'(,%*,0#&'&'(*#4*:"//*#4*-"0&.+&8#,&.'*#'+*
overtraining. This course also provides guidance 
&'*,%"*"4,#9/&4%3"',*.2*#--0.-0&#,"*$0":*
selection, effective communication behaviors 
9",:""'*$.#$%"4*#'+*#,%/","4)*#'+*,%"*#0,*.2*
#44"39/&'(*#*45$$"4425/*$0":6
2 credit hours

CM540 – Rigging and Fleet Maintenance
Effective preparation for on the water success 
depends on keeping your equipment in the 
best shape possible and knowing how to make 
0"-#&04*:%"'*'"$"44#016*!%&4*$.504"*2.$54"4*
.'*2.50*$0&,&$#/*"/"3"',4J*#--0.-0&#,"*0&((&'(*2.0*
$0":4)*9.#,*#'+*.#0*0"-#&0)*"E5&-3"',*,0#&/"0&'()*
#'+*43#//*3.,.0*3#&',"'#'$"*#'+*0"4,.0#,&.'6*
With a mix of classroom sessions and practical 
application workshops in rigging and repairing 
9.#,4;3.,.04*#4*:"//*#4*4#2"*,0#&/"0*-0"-#0#,&.')*
.-"0#,&.')*#'+*3#&',"'#'$"*&'*#*%#'+47.'*
setting, fellows gain the practical skills essential 
for keeping their crews and equipment in top form.
2 credit hours

CM550/552 – Coaching Methodology and 
Critical Thinking I & II
!%"*@.#$%&'(*A",%.+./.(1*#'+*@0&,&$#/*
Thinking component of the IRL prepares fellows 
2.0*#*-0.2"44&.'#/*$#0""0*454,#&'"+*,%0.5(%*#*
414,"3#,&$*#--0.#$%*,.*&3-/"3"',&'(*$.#$%&'(*
interventions and reflective practice. This two-part 
course is designed with the dual objectives of (a) 
assisting fellows in the development of a coaching 
3",%.+./.(1*,%#,*:&//*(5&+"*,%"3*,%0.5(%*#*
specific documented coaching intervention put 
&',.*-0#$,&$"*&'*,%"&0*$.#$%&'(*-0#$,&$53*#4*:"//*
as (b) helping fellows understand how regular 
reflective practice offers a valid insight into the 
&',"0-0",#,&.'*.2*,%"&0*+#&/1*$.#$%&'(*#'+*%.:*&,*
$#'*9"*54"+*,.*4",*,%"*$.504"*2.0*,%"&0*/.'(7,"03*
development as a coach.

The first quarter of Coaching Methodology and 
Critical Thinking introduces fellows to the process 
.2*+.$53"',&'(*,%"&0*$.#$%&'(*3",%.+./.(1*,.*
track the effectiveness of coaching interventions 
with the athletes and teams. By developing a 
414,"3#,&$*#'+*+.$53"',"+*#--0.#$%)*2"//.:4*
will create a system that suits them to track the 
&3-#$,*.2*,%"&0*$.#$%&'(6*K5,,&'(*&',.*-0#$,&$"*,%"&0*
$.#$%&'(*3",%.+./.(1*&'*,%"*0"#/*:.0/+*4$"'#0&.4*
presented via their coaching practicum, fellows 
will share their findings in a final presentation with 
,%"*:&+"0*0.:&'(*$.335'&,16
3 clock hours

CM509 – Coaching Philosophy and Ethics
L0"#,*$.#$%"4*$%#'("*,%"*:#1*#'*#,%/","*
-"02.034*:&,%*,%"&0*-0"4"'$"6*I2,"')*,%"1*+.'M,*
even have to speak and a group of athletes 
-0#$,&$"*#'+*$.3-","*:&,%*3.0"*&',"'4&,1*#'+*
-50-.4"6*!%"4"*$.#$%"4*+.*'.,*&3-#$,*,%.4"*
they care for by accident. Coaches who know 
how to lead improve athletes’ skills, mindsets, 
characters, and results because they have a 
clear philosophy they can express in words 
and embody in their behaviors. The goal of 
this course is simple: to define the core of what 
makes each fellow impactful as a coach and 
invite you to exhibit your unique insight, energy, 
and knowledge in every aspect of your coaching.
2 credit hours

CM510 – Coaching Novice Athletes and 
Coxswains
The instruction and development of novice 
rowers and coxswains forms the basis of this 
$.504")*:%&$%*N90&+("4*,%"*(#-O*9",:""'*,%".01*
#'+*.'*,%"*:#,"0*$.#$%&'(*#--/&$#,&.'46*P"//.:4*
examine approaches to the introduction to, as 
well as acquisition and refinement of, basic 
skills. They apply research based instructional 
techniques related to developmentally 
appropriate verbal instruction and motor learning 
4,0#,"(&"4)*&'$/5+&'(*#*-50-.4"25/*#--0.#$%*,.*
coxswain skill development. Additionally, fellows 
$.'4&+"0*0","',&.'*3.+"/4*#'+*%.:*,%"*&'&,&#/*
experience for rowers and coxswains determines 
their likelihood of continuing to pursue the sport.

!%"*3.4,*&3-.0,#',*"/"3"',*.2*,%"*$.504"*&4*1.50*
"'(#("3"',*&'*$/#440..3*+&4$544&.'4*#'+*1.50*
reflections. We will rely upon your own athletic 
learning experiences, your history as a student-
#,%/",";$.#$%)*#'+*,%"*$.#$%&'(*3",%.+4*.2*
your previous / current coaches. It is through 
discussion and the reflective process that you 
gain expertise.

L5&+&'(*E5"4,&.'4*&'$/5+"J
 •  What is the difference between the    
            novice learner and the expert performer?
 •  How does a novice athlete become an 
            expert?
 •  What influences the teaching/learning 
            environment?
* Q**=4*,%"0"*#'*&+"#/*#--0.#$%*,.*,"#$%&'(*
            novice athletes?
 •  How is the novice coach different than the 
            varsity / elite coach?
Throughout the course, fellows examine basic 
3.,.0*/"#0'&'(*-0&'$&-/"4*#'+*0"4"#0$%79#4"+*
approaches to the acquisition and refinement of 
rowing and coxing skills6*
2 credit hours

Sports Science

SS500/510 – Exercise Physiology I & II
Exercise Physiology is a course that is broken 
into two quarters with the overall goal of 
5'+"04,#'+&'(*%.:*,%"*5'4""'*3"$%#'&434*.2*
the body play into training an athlete. We train 
-"0&-%"0#//1*,.*(",*&',"0'#/*#+#-,#,&.'46

The course examines the basic physiology of the 
3#&'*.0(#'*414,"346*I'$"*,%"*3#&'*-%14&./.(1*
is understood for a specific system, then the 
specific adaptation of that system to exercise 
&4*+&4$544"+*#'+*#--/&"+6*P"//.:4*$.3-/","*
,%"*$.504"*:&,%*#'*#9&/&,1*,.*9"*3.0"*#:#0"*
of influencing and training the organ systems 
(and their integration) so that as a coach they 
can make more intricate and scientific training 
#--/&$#,&.'46

!.-&$4*&'$/5+"*"'"0(1*3",#9./&43)*
cardiovascular and respiratory effects, 
354$/"*#'+*'"50#/*$.',0./)*"'+.$0&'./.(1)*
0"'#/*-%14&./.(1)*-0&'$&-/"4*.2*,0#&'&'()*#'+*
special topics (e.g., Body composition, 
Thermoregulation, Ergogenic aids). Throughout 
,%"*$.504")*%#'+4*.'*#--/&$#,&.'*,%0.5(%*
experiments is used to demonstrate teachings 
#4*:"//*#4*+&4$544*#'+*#--/1*0"7/&2"*,0#&'&'(*
examples. The course also introduces the 
application of scientific literature as realistic tool 
to aid in your developing training regimen.
8 credit hours

SS515 – Biomechanics
This comprehensive course explores the 
$.'$"-,4*.2*9&.3"$%#'&$4*#'+*,%"*"22"$,4*.2*,%"*
mechanics of the rowing and sculling strokes 
.'*,%"*%53#'*9.+1*:&,%*&'7+"-,%*+"4$0&-,&.'4*
and discussions of both kinetic and kinematic 
concepts related to human movement. These 
concepts are numerous and complex, involving 
9#4&$*3"$%#'&$4)*,%"*3"$%#'&$4*.2*%53#'*
tissue, kinematics, kinetics, and fluid mechanics. 
A detailed study of these biomechanical 
concepts and structural kinesiology is designed 
to give fellows the ability to apply biomechanical 
information to rowing specific movement 
-#,,"0'46
2 credit hours

SS520 – Sports Nutrition
The purpose of this course is to provide 
2"//.:4*:&,%*#*9#4&$*5'+"04,#'+&'(*.2*,%"*
0"/#,&.'4%&-*9",:""'*'5,0&,&.')*%"#/,%)*#'+*
athletic performance. With topics that mirror 
%.:*$.#$%"4*&3-/"3"',*'5,0&,&.'#/*,../4*:&,%*
their teams such as development of a training 
trip menu and examining ergogenic aids and 
45--/"3"',4)*,%&4*$.504"*#--/&"4*3.+"0'*
'5,0&,&.'#/*4$&"'$"*0"4"#0$%*,.*,0#&'&'(*#'+*
$.3-",&,&.'*2.0*0.:"04*:&,%*#*2.$54*.'*:%#,*
coaches and athletes need to know about using 
nutrition to achieve optimal performance.
2 credit hours

SS525 – Strength Training
='*,%&4*$.504")*2"//.:4*/"#0'*%.:*,.*+"4&('*#'+*
&3-/"3"',*4,0"'(,%*#'+*$.'+&,&.'&'(*-0.(0#34*
#--0.-0&#,"*2.0*-0"74"#4.')*&'74"#4.')*#'+*
.2274"#4.'*4,0"'(,%*#'+*$.'+&,&.'&'(*-0.(0#346*
Starting with the theory behind proper movement 
,"$%'&E5"4*#'+*-0.(0#33&'(*&'*,%"*$/#440..3)*
2"//.:4*,%"'*-5,*,%"*,%".01*&',.*-0#$,&$"*91*

participating in a ten week strength and 
conditioning program designed to improve their 
own performance. As active participants in 
,%"*4,0"'(,%*#'+*$.'+&,&.'&'(*-0.(0#3)*2"//.:4*
develop and coach portions of the program 
#3.'(4,*,%"&0*-""04*-5,,&'(*&',.*#$,&.'*,%"&0*
strength and conditioning knowledge6
2 credit hours

SS529 – Applied Sports Medicine and Injury 
Prevention
!%&4*$.504"*#++0"44"4*,%"*0./"*,%#,*$.#$%"4*-/#1*
&'*#--0.-0&#,"*#--/&$#,&.'*.2*4-.0,4*3"+&$&'"*
and injury prevention. Pathology and treatment 
of acute and overuse injuries, overtraining, 
recovery, injury prevention and the psychology of 
injury are key topics discussed.
2 credit hours
SS535 – Sports Psychology
R'+"04,#'+&'(*,%"*-41$%./.(&$#/*-0.$"44"4*
involved in athletic performance forms the core 
of this course. Through the critical examination 
of research, theory and experience, fellows gain 
knowledge for incorporating sport psychology 
&',.*$.#$%&'(*-0#$,&$"4*#'+*+"4&('&'(*.-,&3#//1*
performing athletic environments.
3 credit hours

SS540 – Skill Refinement and Athlete 
Adaptation
!%&4*$.504"*#++0"44"4*,%"*-0&'$&-/"4*0"/#,"+*,.*
how various aspects of physiology contribute 
to how the athlete acquires, improves, and 
maintains skills and performance. By converting 
,%"*25'+#3"',#/*-%14&$#/*"+5$#,&.'*,%".0&"4*
#'+*$500"',*0"4"#0$%*&',.*-0#$,&$#/*&'4,05$,&.'#/*
-0.$"+50"4)*2"//.:4*/"#0'*%.:*,.*$0"#,"*#*
practice environment tuned to provide athletes 
the best opportunity to improve their skills 
from both a mental and physical perspective. 
<50&'(*,%"*$.504")*-#0,&$5/#0*#,,"',&.'*&4*-#&+*,.*
("'",&$4)*("'+"0)*#(")*,0#&'&'(*4,#,54)*&'S501)*#'+*
nutrition and how these factors impact skilled 
3.,.0*-"02.03#'$"*#'+*#+#-,#,&.'*,.*,0#&'&'(*
4,&35/&6
2 credit hours

2*(+'#'
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Rowing Administration

RA500 – Event Management
!"#$%&''#%%(&)$*+,-.-%/0*/-1.$1($'1,2#/-/-1.%3$
:+(7+(5�,7�,6�7+(�5(/$7,9(�6,03/,&,7<�2)�$�'8$/�5$&(�
10$*$,&)/-4(*'#/#+$'"*,2-1.%"-2$0#5*//*3$-%$
&5,7,&$/�72�3529,',1*�$1�())(&7,9(�$5(1$�)25�$7+/(7,&�
3(5)250$1&(���'',7,21$//<�63(&,$/�(9(176��68&+�
$6�)81'5$,6(56�$1'�&20081,7<�2875($&+�(9(176��
$5(�(66(17,$/�722/6�,1�7+(�*52:7+�$1'�'(9(/230(17�
1($/"#$%210/$1($016-.57$!"#$(1'&%$1($/"-%$'1&0%#$
,6�81'(567$1',1*�$1'�'(9(/23,1*�7+(�1$55$7,9(�
$63(&76�7+$7�*2�$/21*�:,7+�7+(�(;(&87,21�2)�$�
68&&(66)8/�(9(17��":2�&5,7,&$/�&20321(176�2)�7+,6�
&2856(�72�%5,'*(�7+(�7+(25(7,&$/	35$&7,&$/�',9,'(�
$5(�7+(�,192/9(0(17�2)�)(//2:6�,1�7+(�23(5$7,216�
*.+$2)*..-.5$201'#%%$(10$/"#$8#*+$1($/"#$9"*0)#%$
 (*$77$�$6�:(//�$6�$�&808/$7,9(�$33/,&$7,21�2)�
.12:/('*(�%<�5811,1*�$//�$63(&76�2)�$1�,1'225�
#051,#/#0$0*'#$(10$,#,:#0%$1($91,,&.-/;$
 2:,1*���1&�
2 credit hours

RA505 – Sports Marketing and Branding
�$5.(7,1*�$1'�%5$1',1*�3(50($7(6�7:2�,03257$17�
&217(;76�)25�$//�)(//2:6�72�81'(567$1'��7+(�
'(9(/230(17�2)�$�68&&(66)8/�52:,1*�&/8%	7($0�
$1'�&8/7,9$7,21�2)�($&+�)(//2:�6�,1',9,'8$/�%5$1'��
�<�(;$0,1,1*�',9(56(�&20081,&$7,21�675$7(*,(6��
/($51,1*�+2:�72�,'(17,)<�$�7$5*(7�0$5.(7��
&.+#0%/*.+-.5$:0*.+$21%-/-1.-.53$*.+$"16$/1$
87,/,=(�0(',$�$1'�:25'�2)�0287+�0$5.(7,1*��
)(//2:6�,17(*5$7(�7+(25<�$1'�35$&7,&(�72�'(9(/23�$�
0$5.(7,1*�3/$1�72�$''5(66�$�35$&7,&$/�&+$//(1*(�
,1�52:,1*���1�7+(�,1',9,'8$/�/(9(/��)(//2:6�&216,'(5�
+2:�7+(�&21&(376�2)�0$5.(7,1*�$1'�%5$1',1*�
*22);$-.$/"#-0$(&/&0#$'*0##0$2*/"$*.+$"16$/"#;$
&$1�%(67�&20081,&$7(�7+(,5�,1',9,'8$/�%5$1'�
2 credit hours

RA510 – Team Management
<.$/"-%$%#,-.*04:*%#+$'1&0%#3$/"#$-./0*4$*.+$
,17(5��3(5621$/�$63(&76�,192/9('�,1�7+(�68&&(66)8/�
23(5$7,21�2)�$�52:,1*�&/8%	7($0�$5(�(;3/25('��
"+(�&2856(�,'(17,?(6�',))(5(1&(6�%(7:((1�
9$5,286�5($/�/,)(�(;$03/(6�2)�68&&(66)8/�7($0�
,*.*5#,#./$%/;)#%7$!"01&5"$/"-%$201'#%%3$
(#))16%$)#*0.$20-.'-2)#%$/"*/$%&''#%%(&)$'1*'"#%$
+$9(�86('�72��())(&7,9(/<�6(7�352*5$0��,1',9,'8$/�
$1'�7+(,5�2:1�*2$/6��6<67(0$7,&$//<�'(9(/23�
5(6,/,(1&(��86(�675(66256�72�%(1(?7��5$7+(5�7+$1�
,1+,%,7�$7+/(7(�'(9(/230(17��0$1$*(�$66,67$17�
%/*((3$*.+$-+#./-(;$/"#-0$16.$%/0#.5/"%$*.+$
:($.1(66(6�$6�0$1$*(56�2)�3(23/(�$1'�*52836��
�9$/8$7,21�,6�%$6('�21�)(//2:6��$%,/,7<�72�,'(17,)<�
-./#0%#'/-1.%$:#/6##.$/"-%$'1&0%#=%$,*/#0-*)$*.+$
27+(5�&2856(:25.�$1'�7+(,5�&2$&+,1*�35$&7,&80�
2 credit hours

RA515 – Financial Management
>.+#0%/*.+-.5$/"#$20-.'-2)#%$:#"-.+$%1&.+$
?1$1&,$/�0$1$*(0(17�$1'�3/$11,1*�,6�$�
.(<�6.,//�)25�$//�63257�/($'(56��"+528*+�7+,6�
&2856(��)(//2:6�'(9(/23�$1�81'(567$1',1*�2)�
/"#$.&,#01&%$#)#,#./%$/"*/$2)*;$*$01)#$-.$/"#$
?1$1&,$/�$'0,1,675$7,21�2)�$�52:,1*�25*$1,=$7,21��
!3(&,?&�$77(17,21�,6�*,9(1�72�81'(567$1',1*�%(67�
35$&7,&(6�,1�%8'*(7,1*�$1'�?1$1&(�72�(1685(�
:1/"$%"10/$*.+$)1.5$/#0,$105*.-?*/-1.*)$"#*)/"$
*.+$%/*:-)-/;7$!"01&5"$0#*)$610)+$'*%#$%/&+-#%3$
)(//2:6�(;$0,1(�7+(�7<3,&$/�%86,1(66�)81&7,216�2)�
',))(5(17�52:,1*�25*$1,=$7,216��(�*���6&+22/��&/8%��
&2//(*(6	81,9(56,7,(6��$662&,$7('�:,7+�$7+/(7,&�

352*5$00,1*��(�*���385&+$6,1*��$&&2817,1*��
75$9(/�5(,0%856(0(17��72�'(9(/23�)$0,/,$5,7<�:,7+�
7+(�&20321(176�2)�68&&(66)8/�?1$1&,$/�3/$11,1*��
�'',7,21$//<�'85,1*�7+(�&2856(��7+(�.(<�)$&7256�
,1@8(1&,1*�)81'5$,6,1*�7+528*+�&+$5,7$%/(�*,9,1*�
*.+$50*./%$*0#$*++0#%%#+7
1 credit hour

RA520 – Sport and Community 
Development
>.+#0%/*.+-.5$/"#$01)#$1($%210/$-.$%1'-#/;$'*.$:#$
',)?&8/7�:,7+287�35$&7,&$/�$1'�7+(25(7,&$/�&217(;7��
"+,6�&/$66�,1752'8&(6�7+(�.(<�&21&(376�2)�
&20081,7<�'(9(/230(17�$1'�<287+�'(9(/230(17�
&%-.5$*.$*%%#/4:*%#+$*2201*'"$/1$&.+#0%/*.+-.5$
/"#$21/#./-*)$(10$%210/$/1$-,2*'/$'1,,&.-/-#%7$
!"#$,#)+-.5$1($/"#10#/-'*)$'1./#./$6-/"$20*'/-'*)$
,16758&7,21�72�<,(/'�())(&7,9(�&20081,7<�
25*$1,=$7,21�675$7(*,(6�*,9(6�)(//2:6�$�18$1&('�
&.+#0%/*.+-.5$1($:1/"$6";$*.+$"16$016-.5$'*.$
%(�86('�)25�&20081,7<�'(9(/230(17���(//2:6�
)#*0.$/"#10;$1($'"*.5#$*.+$)15-'$,1+#)$
'(9(/230(17�$6�$33/,('�72�63(&,?&�63257�)25�
'(9(/230(17�352*5$06��"+528*+�5($',1*6��&/$66�
',6&866,21��5(9,(:�2)�%(67�35$&7,&(6�$1'�02'(/�
352*5$06�)520�7+(�?(/'��)(//2:6�&$1�$57,&8/$7(�7+(�
0(5,76�2)�63257�$6�$�9,$%/(�02'(�2)�&20081,7<�
'(9(/230(17�%<�7+(�(1'�2)�7+(�&2856(�
1 credit hour

RA525 – Recruiting
�)?&$&<�,1�5(&58,7,1*�,6�$1�(66(17,$/�6.,//�7+$7�
$//�&2$&+(6�0867�3266(66�:+(7+(5�,7�%(�7$/.,1*�
:,7+�35263(&7,9(�)(//2:�$7+/(7(6�)25�$�&2//(*,$7(�
20150*,$10$:&-)+-.5$*$'1,,&.-/;$20150*,$
$1'�'5$:,1*�,1�1(:�0(0%(56���(9(/23,1*�$1�
&.+#0%/*.+-.5$1($/"#$:)#.+$1($*0/$*.+$%'-#.'#$
:#"-.+$/"#$0#'0&-/-.5$201'#%%3$(#))16%$)#*0.$:1/"$
7+(�3+,/2623+,&$/�$1'�35$&7,&$/�6.,//6�%(+,1'�
())(&7,9(�5(&58,7,1*���(//2:6�7+(1�$33/<�7+(6(�
6.,//6�,1�$�6&(1$5,2�%$6('�$3352$&+�)2508/$7,1*�
,1',9,'8$/,=('�5(&58,7,1*�3/$16�,1�(9$/8$7,1*�
&$1','$7(6�$1'�7+(,5�?7�:,7+,1�7+(�3$5$0(7(56�2)�
7+(,5�352*5$0���1�$'',7,21�72�/($51,1*�7+(�6.,//6�
.#'#%%*0;$/1$:#'1,#$*$%&''#%%(&)$0#'0&-/#03$
)(//2:6�$/62�678'<������&203/,$1&(�58/(6�$1'�
7$.(�7+(�(;$0�7+$7�$//������&2$&+(6�'2�72�%(�
&(57,?('�)25�5(&58,7,1*�2)�678'(17�$7+/(7(6�$6�3$57�
1($/"-%$'1&0%#7
1 credit hour

Coaching Practicum
!"#$91*'"-.5$@0*'/-'&,$'1,21.#./$1($/"#$
� ������

���
����
���$1'��
���,6�&5,7,&$/�,1�
7$.,1*�7+(�.12:/('*(�$1'�(;3(5,(1&(�*$,1('�
-.$/"#$')*%%011,$*.+$/0*.%)*/-.5$-/$/1$+-0#'/$
'1,,&.-'*/-1.$6-/"$*/")#/#%$/1$#."*.'#$/"#-0$
2#0(10,*.'#7$<.$*++-/-1.$/1$1.$/"#$6*/#0$*/")#/#$
,16758&7,21��7+,6�,1&/8'(6�(;3(5,(17,$/�/($51,1*�
12210/&.-/-#%$-.$/"#$,*.*5#,#./$1($/"#$/#*,3$
29(5$//�25*$1,=$7,21�2)�7+(�352*5$0��678'<�$1'�
,03/(0(17$7,21�2)�7(&+1,48(�$1'�675$7(*<��(9(17�
,*.*5#,#./3$(&.+0*-%-.53$*.+$,10#7

�$&+�)(//2:�:,//�+$9(�7+(�23325781,7<�72�
(;3(5,(1&(�7+(�0$1<�1(&(66$5<�52/(6�2)�
7+(�52:,1*�&2$&+�C�7($&+(5��3+<6,2/2*,67��
2#0%1.*)$/0*-.#03$2%;'"1)15-%/3$(&.+0*-%#03$*.+$
$'0,1,675$725�C�7+$7�&20326(�7+(�$**5(*$7(�
/($'(5�7+(�� ��6((.6�72�'(9(/23��"+528*+�7+(�
&211(&7,21�:,7+�7+(�� ��352*5$0��)(//2:6�$5(�
,*/'"#+$6-/"$)1'*)$/#*,%$/"*/$,*/'"$/"#-0$
(9(178$/�'(6,5('�&$5((5�3$7+��:+(7+(5�7+$7�,6�
72�:25.�:,7+�&2//(*,$7(��(/,7(��-81,25�25�0$67(56�
*/")#/#%7

�6�3$57�2)�7+(��2$&+,1*��5$&7,&80��($&+�)(//2:�
,6�(9$/8$7('�5(*8/$5/<�'85,1*�7+(,5�%<�� ��67$))�
72�*,9(�)(('%$&.�21�7+(�,03/(0(17$7,21�2)�7+(,5�
&2$&+,1*�.12:/('*(�21�7+(�:$7(5���(//2:6�$5(�
*,9(1�$�48$17,7$7,9(�$1$/<6,6�2)�7+(,5�2%6(59$%/(�
&2$&+,1*�%(+$9,256�5(*$5',1*�7,0(�$1$/<6,6��
35$&7,&(�'(6,*1	'(/,9(5<��$1'�&2$&+,1*�
,17(59(17,216�$6�:(//�$6�$�48$/,7$7,9(�$1$/<6,6�
2)�7+(,5�&2$&+,1*�3(5)250$1&(��#,7+�08/7,3/(�
2%6(59$7,21�23325781,7,(6�29(5�7+(�&2856(�2)�7+(�
<($5��7+,6�6<67(0$7,&�)(('%$&.�/223�3529,'(6�
&217,18('�)2//2:�83�$1'�75$&.,1*�2)�352*5(66�$1'�
',5(&7�$66,67$1&(�,1�,03529,1*�7+(�$33/,&$7,21�2)�
7+(,5�&2$&+,1*�6.,//6�,1�5($/�7,0(�

CP500 – Practicum I
"+(�?567�48$57(5�35$&7,&80�,6�$�&203/(7(�
,00(56,21�,1�7+(�&2$&+,1*�2)�129,&(�52:(56�
$7��20081,7<� 2:,1*���1&���<�/($51,1*�72�
%8,/'�7+(�6752.(�)520�7+(�*5281'�83��)(//2:6�
/($51�7+(�1(&(66$5<�6.,//6�,1�0(7+2'2/2*<�$1'�
&20081,&$7,21�72�())(&7,9(/<�$57,&8/$7(�7+(,5�
9,6,21�2)�7+(�52:,1*�6752.(�72�7+(�$7+/(7(6�7+(<�$5(�
'1*'"-.57
2 credit hours

CP502 – Practicum II
!"#$%#'1.+$A&*0/#0$20*'/-'&,$2)*'#%$#*'"$-.$
$�&2$&+,1*�326,7,21�7+$7�0$7&+(6�7+(,5�(9(178$/�
'1*'"-.5$'*0##0$51*)%7$B#))16%$#,2)1;$:1/"$
&2$&+,1*�$1'�$7+/(7(�5(&58,70(17�6.,//6�:25.,1*�
6-/"-.$/"#-0$'1*'"-.5$*%%-5.,#./$/1$#."*.'#$/"#$
51*)%$1($/"#-0$20150*,$+&0-.5$/"#$(*))$%#*%1.7
4 credit hours

CP504 – Practicum III
!"#$/"-0+$A&*0/#0$20*'/-'&,$-%$(1'&%#+$1.$20*'/-'#$
,1�:,17(5�6($621�75$,1,1*�$&7,9,7,(6�,1'2256�
-.')&+-.5$(10$,*.;$/"#$12210/&.-/;$/1$*//#.+$*$
/0*-.-.5$'*,2$1.$/"#$6*/#07
2 credit hours

CP506 – Practicum IV
"+(�)2857+�48$57(5�35$&7,&80�,6�7+(�?1$/�-.%/*)),#./$
,1�7+(�(;3(5,(17,$/�/($51,1*�&20321(17�2)�7+(�� ��
6-/"$*$(1'&%$1.$-.%/0&'/-1.$*.+$2#0(10,*.'#$1($
&203(7,7,9(�$7+/(7(6�,1�7+(�635,1*�5$&,1*�6($621�
4 credit hours

!"#$%"$&''()

How to Apply

�2:1/2$'�7+(�$33/,&$7,21�)25�7+(��'9$1&('�
�(57,?&$7(�,1� 2:,1*��($'(56+,3�21/,1(�$7�
:::�� �$7� ��25*���33/,&$7,216�&$1�%(�
68%0,77('�9,$�3267$/�0$,/�25�9,$�(�0$,/�72�$
IRL@communityrowing.org7

Tuition

"+(�)8//�&267�2)�78,7,21�)25�7+(��'9$1&('�
�(57,?&$7(�,1� 2:,1*��($'(56+,3��52*5$0�,6�
�����

����121�5()81'$%/(�'(326,7�2)����


�
,6�5(48,5('�8321�$'0,66,21�72�7+(�5(6(59(�7+(�
*22)-'*./=%$%21/$-.$/"#$20150*,7$!"#$+#21%-/$
3$<0(17�:,//�%(�&5(',7('�72:$5'6�7+(�?567�
A&*0/#0$/&-/-1.$2*;,#./7

Financial Aid

�1�/,1(�:,7+��20081,7<� 2:,1*���1&��6�0,66,21�
67$7(0(17�2)�> 2:,1*�)25��//B��7+(�� ��3529,'(6�
?1$1&,$/�$66,67$1&(���/($6(�,1',&$7(�21�<285�
*22)-'*/-1.$-($;1&$6-%"$/1$:#$'1.%-+#0#+$(10$
0(5,7�$1'	25�1(('�%$6('�?1$1&,$/�$,'���)�<28�
+$9(�$1<�48(67,216�5(*$5',1*�7+(�78,7,21�
&20321(17�2)�7+(�� ��)(//2:6+,3��3/($6(�
'1./*'/$IRL@communityrowing.org.

Application Submission and Acceptance 
Information

�5,25,7<�!8%0,66,21��($'/,1(�A�January 5, 2018
�33/,&$7,216�5(&(,9('�%<�7+(�35,25,7<�'($'/,1(�
:,//�5(&(,9(�$1�$'0,66,21�'(&,6,21�%<��$18$5<�
CD3$EFCG7
<./#0.*/-1.*)$*22)-'*./%$*0#$%/01.5);$
#.'1&0*5#+$/1$*22);$:;$/"#$@0-10-/;$H#*+)-.#7

�,1$/�!8%0,66,21��($'/,1(�A�March 26, 2018 
�33/,&$7,216�5(&(,9('�%<�7+(�?1$/�'($'/,1(�:,//� 
5(&(,9(�$1�$'0,66,21�'(&,6,21�%<�April 9��EFCG7

$

Application Completion Checklist

• Application Fee
• Application Form
• Interview
• Leadership Essay
• Letters of Recommendation (3)
• �
��������	��������	�����	����

Transcript(s)
• Professional Resume
• Rowing Resume
• Statement of Professional Intent

@)#*%#$.1/#3$;1&0$*22)-'*/-1.$6-))$.1/$:#$
'1.%-+#0#+$(10$*+,-%%-1.$&./-)$all seven 
components�+$9(�%((1�5(&(,9('���//�(/(&7521,&�
*22)-'*/-1.$,*/#0-*)%$10$*.;$*22)-'*/-1.$0#)*/#+$
A&#%/-1.%$%"1&)+$:#$+-0#'/#+$/1I$
IRL@communityrowing.org.

�
���������	��������������������
Application Fee should be mailed directly 
to:

�167,787(�)25� 2:,1*��($'(56+,3
�20081,7<� 2:,1*���1&�
�
��21$1780� 2$'
�5,*+721�����
���

�33/<�21/,1(�$7
:::�� �$7� ��25*

!&-/-1.$-%
����
��

B-.*.'-*)$*-+$-%$
*,9(1�72�����
1($%/&+#./%

�5,25,7<�!8%0,66,21� 
�($'/,1(�A�����
��� 
�,1$/�!8%0,66,21� 
H#*+)-.#$�	�26���



FOLLOW YOUR PASSION 

MAKE COACHING YOUR PROFESSION

COMMUNITY ROWING, INC.  |  20 NONANTUM ROAD, BRIGHTON, MA 02135  |  T 617.779.8267

www.communityrowing.org




